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Lecture Introduction
The purpose of this lecture is to highlight the difficulties ahead of a team of experts (Project Managers,
Mechanical Engineers, Naval Architects, 3-D Specialists), who for the shake of this lecture are going to be
called “The Designer”, when is called to incorporate an LNG solution on board an existing vessel. In
addition, the available tools that will help the evolution of his design are also being presented
A LNG solution includes all aspects of design, equipment selection, actual job on board, testing &
commissioning, Class approval, training and after sales service, in order to have as final result, a LNG –
Ready ship.
A real case is going to help us to understand the relevant topics. The cruise ferry “Festos Palace” of Greek
ownership, flying the Greek flag and serving a domestic route is the subject vessel. Her Owner, is of keen
interest to investigate the LNG solution as marine fuel and happily made their flagship available for this
scope of work. The concept design of LNG retrofit for this vessel is under evolution since the beginning of
the year within the frame of the EU co-founded program Costa II East Poseidon Med 2013–Eu–21020-S
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Introduction to LNG as marine fuel
What is LNG.
LNG stands for Liquefied natural gas, that is natural gas (mainly methane, CH4) that has been converted to liquid
form.
About Natural Gas (NG)
Natural gas is a fossil fuel formed when layers of buried plants and gases are exposed to intense heat and pressure
over thousands of years. The energy that the plants originally obtained from the sun is stored in the form of chemical
bonds in natural gas. Natural gas is a nonrenewable resource because it cannot be replenished on a human time
frame.
Natural gas is a hydrocarbon gas mixture consisting primarily of methane, but commonly includes varying amounts of
other higher alkanes and sometimes a usually lesser percentage of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and/or hydrogen
sulfide.
Natural gas is an energy source often used for heating, cooking, and electricity generation. It is also used as fuel for
land and marine vehicles and as a chemical feedstock in the manufacture of plastics and other commercially
important organic chemicals.
Source: Wikipedia
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Introduction to LNG as marine fuel
LNG is natural gas that is cooled into liquid form at (-160°) ÷ (-164°) degrees Centigrade, reducing it to one-sixhundredth (1/600) of its original size.
After NG has been extracted and transported to a processing plant, it is then purified by removing any condensates
such as water, oil, mud, as well as other gases like CO₂ and H₂S and sometimes solids as mercury.
The gas is then cooled down in stages until it is liquefied. LNG is finally stored in storage tanks and can be loaded and
shipped. The liquefication process involves removal of certain components, such as dust, acid gases, helium, water,
and heavy hydrocarbons, which could cause difficulty downstream. The natural gas is then condensed into a liquid at
close to atmospheric pressure (maximum transport pressure set at around 25 kPa/3.6 psi) by cooling it to
approximately −162 °C (−260 °F).
The volume reduction makes it much more cost efficient to transport over long distances where pipelines do not
exist. Where moving natural gas by pipelines is not possible or economical, it can be transported by specially
designed cryogenic sea vessels (LNG carriers) or cryogenic road tankers. The energy density of LNG is 60% of that of
diesel fuel.
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Introduction to LNG as marine fuel
On arrival, it is converted back into a gaseous form for delivery to users such as power stations, industries,
commercial buildings and domestic.
Hazards
Hazards include flammability, freezing and asphyxia.
The above mentioned process is summarised in the next picture (source: Wikipedia)
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Introduction to LNG as marine fuel
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
• Named after the Minoan Palace in the ancient city of Festos (or Phaistos), 2nd most
important Cretan city, inhabited since 4000 BC.
• Ordered in 1998 as the 2nd vessel of a total order of 4 ships of advanced high speed cruise
ferries type, to the Italian Shipyard of Fincantieri, Riva Trigoso, in Genua.
• Yard number 6060, keel laid 28/6/1999, launched 16/11/2000, delivered 19/4/2001.
• Designed and constructed by Fincantieri, especially for the Piraeus – Heraklion (Crete)
route. Never changed this route since her delivery. Together with her twin sister “Knossos
Palace”, belonged to a completely new breed of cruise ferries of their time, holding the title
of the fastest full-displacement cruise ferries ever built.
• Interior design was done by Studio De Jorio, resulting a very comfortable and up scale
environment.
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
Principal Characteristics
Loa

= 214,00m

MCR

= 4 × 16800 = 67200 KW

Lpp

= 191,22m

RPM, Props

= 500, 2 × CPP

Beam mld

= 26,40m

Passengers

= 2200

Depth

= 10,00m

Cars

= 660 (full), 135 (comb. with trucks)

Draft

= 7,10m @full displ.

Lane meters

= 1560 (apprx. 125 large trucks)

GT

= 37.482

Service speed = 29,5 kn (as built), 21,5 kn now

NT

= 15.989

Cont. speed

Main Engines

= 4 × Wartsila 16V46C

= 31,2 kn @ 85% MCR
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
Some external photos (Source: MarineTraffic.com)
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
Some external photos
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
Some internal photos (Source: ARCHIPELAGOS.com)
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Introduction to Cruise Ferry “Festos Palace” IMO 9204568
Some internal photos (Source: ARCHIPELAGOS.com & MINOAN LINES)
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Owner.

• The owner of “Festos Palace” is MINOAN LINES.
• The company was established in Heraklion, Crete back in 1972 as public shares company
exclusively distributed within the local community.
• Today MINOAN owns 3 vessels and operates 5, whilst is a member of GRIMALDI GROUP of
shipping companies.
• MINOAN dominates the Piraeus – Heraklion route and has strong presence in Adriatic
(Patras – Ancona - Trieste) as well as to Western Mediterranean area (Italy to Morocco).
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Introduction to the Vessel & Route
Route.
• “Festos Palace runs exclusively
on Piraeus – Heraklion and vv
route.
• Distance is 173 nm.
• Typical sailing speed 21 kn.
• Express sailing speed 26 kn.
• Typical duration is 9 hrs
• Express duration is appx. 7 hrs
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
The importance of some inputs in order to start is obvious: without them, no solid
results can be obtain and any technical solution on the retrofit is in danger of being
jeopardize during actual implementation. The following are the major kind of inputs.
1) The designer needs to know how the vessel currently operates in order to formulate
the appropriate model and to calculate consumptions. In addition, this input will be
used to create the basis for the LNG retrofit feasibility study.
2) The designer needs to have access to detailed technical information of the vessel for
proper and correct calculations and drawings. In addition, the Owner should brief
about the equipment to be retrofitted.
3) The designer needs to know how the Owner is planning to operate the vessel AFTER
the LNG retrofit. This input is important for the feasibility study as well.
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
The following inputs were requested and eventually provided by MINOAN:
1) Annual operation vessel’s profile






The vessel operates around 350 days per year on the circular service with daily departures
from either ports.
She sails around 350 times with “slow” speed of 20 kn, that is daily night departures from
each port in turn.
She sails 30 times with “fast” speed of 26 kn, that is 30 express day departures from each
port in turn, in addition to “slow” night departures.
The Vessel is operating with running only 2 of her main engines on both cases.
Bunkering operations are taking place only in the port of Piraeus, typically once per week.
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
2) Access to Technical Documentation of the Vessel, brief on the equipment for retrofit
 MINOAN LINES granted Designer with full access to the technical documentation of “Festos
Palace”. This was due to the fact that the Consulting Engineering for the class of these 4
vessels, was executed by the Marine Engineering Firm N.A.P. (Naval Architecture Progress)
back in 2000. NAP is – together with EPE – the responsible technical beneficial company of
Costa II East POSEIDON MED program, co-funded by TEN-T program of the European Union
 How many engines will be retrofitted to use both LNG and fuel oil?
 In case there is no LNG retrofit kit for the main engine, does the Owner favors the
installation of new “LNG ready” engines?
 Will the diesel generators will also be included in the retrofit?
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
Important note: if for any reason, the technical literature of the candidate vessel in not
available, the Designer must request and obtain access to it.
A good way to solve the case, is the Designer to sign with the Owner a NDA agreement to
govern the release of such kind of information.

3)

Vessel’s operation AFTER the LNG retrofit
It is important for the Designer to know how the Owner thinks about operating the vessel
with LNG. The main question is:
 What is Owner’s approach on LNG bunkering procedure? Does he want to follow the
current fuel oil established bunkering pattern, or he is thinking of another model?
MINOAN LINES delivered the following answers to the above questions, following detailed
consultation with the Designer:
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
MINOAN LINES feedback





How many engines will be retrofitted to use both LNG and fuel oil? 2 main engines only
In case there is no LNG retrofit kit for the main engine, does the Owner favors the
installation of new “LNG ready” engines? N/A, Wartsila can provide a solution for this
model of main engine
Will the diesel generators will also be included in the retrofit? No diesel generator(s) to be
considered for LNG retrofit
What is Owner’s approach on LNG bunkering procedure? Does he want to follow the
current fuel oil established bunkering pattern, or he is thinking of another model? MINOAN
LINES would like to keep the existing bunkering pattern of the vessel, i.e. once per week in
the port of Piraeus
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Designer’s starting point
Design inputs, why are necessary and of what kind should be?
Summary of inputs that affect the LNG retrofit design:
- Full existing operational vessel’s profile was provided.
- Access to the technical literature of the vessel was granted.
- Operational vessel’s profile after LNG retrofit was formulated.
Based on the above, the starting was clearly defined and the very first critical question, i.e.
what should be the capacity of the LNG tank(s) on board, was answered.
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Before proceeding with the particular positioning problem onboard “Festos Palace”, we need to
understand what kind of equipment is scheduled to be installed.
The LNG retrofit equipment includes:
•

The LNG storage tank(s)

•

The regasification box, or “Cold Box”, complete with valves, evaporators, relief vent etc.

•

The master Gas Valve Unit or “GVU” that receives the NG from the Cold Box

•

The LNG Bunkering Stations (port and starboard), together with the piping to the tanks

•

The Gas distribution piping from the GVU to the main engine gas receiving point

•

The dedicated ventilation system onboard, as well as the gas relief system

•

The Emergency Shut-Down Device (ESD)

•

The necessary control, electrical, fire fighting and life saving system upgrade onboard.
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
• Main LNG onboard System Components
Pressure built-up Evaporator in Cold Box
Main Engine

Cold Box

Bunker Line

Gas Valve
Unit
GVU

Water/Glycol
System

LNG Type C Tank

Bunker Station

LNG Evaporator/Heater
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
TYPICAL BUNKER STATION

HORIZONTAL TANK TYPE C
Outer vessel
(secondary
barrier)

Out

Inner vessel

Bunker connection
Vapour return
N₂ for inerting

Craddle
support
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
• Tank & Cold Box Main Parts
- Tank Type C
- Cold Box
- Cold Flare – vent
- Bunker Station – in

- Engine Supply – out
- N2 Supply
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Why TYPE C TANK?
• TYPE C TANK PRONS & CONS
System
Vacuum insulated
cylindrical

Type
C

Pressure (bar)
>2 bar

Prons
- High pressure capability
- Superior insulation
- Boil off control
- Proven robust design
- Voluntary 2nd barrier

Cons
- Low volume utilization
- Higher cost
3
- Volume ~< 1.000 m

- Simple installation
- Production availability
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Inside Cold-box
Out of Cold-flare

From Bunker Station

Vaporizer

Control Valves

-

.
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Typical
Flow
Diagram

Gas Supply to
Main Engine
Bunker Station

Type C tank with
connections and
Pressure control
system

Regasification system within
Cold Box
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
The critical question: LNG Tank(s) to be located outside or inside?
•

A straightforward answer occur in case there is no space for one of the alternatives.

•

In case that both of them are feasible, the answer should be given by taking into consideration the
following aspects:
1.

For outside installation
1.1

The deck area is in safe distance of accommodation block, funnel area, radar masts, life
boats and other life saving appliances? What about in case of collision?

1.2

Is there any cargo movements next to the proposed area?

1.3

The tanks will be located in a safe distance from ramps, stern, bow and vessel’s side?

1.4

Is there going to be a long piping from bunker station to tanks and then from thanks to
engines?

1.5

Is the proposed area capable to successfully pass the relevant Class Risk Assessment?
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?

2.

1.6

Will the pre-cooling - the preparation of the piping to receive the cryogenic LNG - phase to
be done within an accepted time period for the vessel?

1.7

Any extreme environmental conditions that will eventually affect the tanks, like high
temperatures, extreme sunshine etc?

1.8

Will the stability of the vessel be affected in a negative way?

1.9

Is the proposed area structurally capable to withstand the additional weight?

1.10

How the selected position affects the capacity of the vessel? What will be the % of d.w.
deduction?

For inside installation
2.1

The deck area is within B/5 limits?

2.2

Safe distances from bow (0,08L) and base line (at least 2m) can be ensured?

2.3

An A-60 boundary for ventilation trunks can be created?

2.4

Safe egress from the space can be ensured?
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
2.5

Is the proposed area structurally capable to withstand the additional weight?

2.6

Is the proposed area capable to successfully pass the relevant Class Risk Assessment?

2.7

Will the stability of the vessel be affected in a negative way?

2.8

How the tank(s) will be brought inside the vessel?

2.9

Is there enough space for the creation of air-locks in order to access the tank(s)?

2.10

How the selected position affects the capacity of the vessel? What will be the % of d.w.
deduction?

2.11

How the ventilation routing and pressure relief system will affect other vessel’s installation
and the accommodation?
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Decision Tools regarding position.
The study of the draft version of IGF Code is essential before start designing the retrofit!
1.

Starting point: tank capacity, consult with the LNG Storage System Supplier.
tank(s) overall dimensions,

check about access and draw the initial general arrangement

2.

Consult with LNG Storage System Supplier about the dimensions and layout of the Cold Box and Bunker
Station.

3.

Create a draft version of Equipment General Arrangement Plan, as well as of the Bunker Station.
check accessibility and egress in case of emergency,

check fire resistant boundaries.

4.

Check possible ventilation trunks routing, together with the gas relief piping.

5.

Check the piping route from the bunker station: preferably it should be as sort as possible to avoid
difficulties with the pre-cooling.
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Decision Tools regarding position.
6.

If SIMPOS (simultaneously operations) is to be consider, exclusion zone limits should be identify and
analyzed.

7.

A walk-through inspection of the vessel is a must! If possible, discuss with the crew onboard about the
candidate areas, same with the Technical Manager of the company. Their input is valuable, because there
is not only the installation, but the future operation as well, which will be done by those people.

8.

Perform a quick stability analysis, refer to chapter 6 hereafter!

9.

Consultation with the Owner regarding the space loss.

10. The preliminary selection of LNG tanks onboard positioning , should be addressed to Class for getting their
comments and inputs.
11. The final selected position is to be forth for a detailed engineering analysis.
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Selected position, pros & cons
Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station
Onboard “Festos Palace”, both alternative positions are feasible. Both can fulfill the design aspects
analyzed previously, thus both were put into further study.
From stability point of view, both positions are ok, the internal position gave a little better stability results.
The proposed positions of the LNG tanks are the following:
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Selected position, pros & cons
Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station

in

Type C tanks
outside
positions

Main Engines
for retrofit

Type C tanks
inside
positions
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Selected position, pros & cons
Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station
Pros & Cons of each proposed position
Pros
Outside
- Easy installation
- No loss of car space
- Easy ventilation routes
- Easy relief vent route
- Easy escape routing

Cons
Inside
- Better protected space
- No aesthetic impact
- Closer to M/E
- Closer to Bunker St.
- Easier pre-cooling
- Easier SIMOPS

Outside
- Impact on aesthetic
- Exposed to environment
- Need for deck extension
- Longer piping runs (P drop)
- Difficult pre-cooling
- Difficult SIMOPS
- Complicated fire fighting
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Inside
- Difficult installation
- Loss of car space
- Deck penetration
- Equipment relocation
- Difficult vent routes
- Difficult relief route

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Decision regarding position onboard.
• The above mentioned design approach together with the Pros & Cons list, were presented and further
discussed with the Owner.
• The Owner agreed to proceed with the internal positioning of the LNG tanks and Cold Boxes.
Reasons:
1. Easier operations (bunkering & SIMOPS)
2. No impact on aesthetics (this was a strong point on decision making!)
3. The loss of passenger car capacity can be compensated with the fuel economy due to LNG
Following capacity calculations, three (3) large LNG tanks are foreseen for internal installation.
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Details of the internal positioning
The actual space

: the lowest car deck (Garage No 1).

Height restriction

: it is needed to penetrate the upper car deck (Garage No 2)

Equipment relocation

: fixed ramps need to be relocated

Connection with B.S.

: very easy, bunker stations will be located directly above, on the main deck (Deck No 3)

Escape routes

: through air-locks, directly to emergency escape garage routing.

Fire-fighting

: easy to upgrade, A-60 encasement of the tanks is foreseen

Ventilation routing

: relatively easy through the main casing and then through side shell grilles, no
impact to accommodation areas

Pressure Relief routing

: difficult solution due to accommodation, funnel and radar mast.

The pressure relief routing remains the critical design issue!
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
The lower garage space (Garage No1), actual photo (left) and scanning result (right).
Full scanning of the proposed areas was done with a special 3D Scanner supplied by specialized firm ARGONAVIS

(Copyright for all photos & scans: EPE & ARGONAVIS)
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Cross section scanning result of all three decks affected.

Main Garage
Deck, Bunker
Stations

Deck
penetration
due to Type C
tanks
Type C tanks
foundations

(Copyright for all photos & scans: EPE & ARGONAVIS)
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Onboard positioning of LNG tanks
Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box: inside or outside?
Cross section scanning result of all three decks affected, with the proposed position of Bunker Stations.

Starboard LNG
Bunker Stations

Port LNG Bunker
Stations

(Copyright for all photos & scans: EPE & ARGONAVIS)
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Introduction to LNG as marine fuel, the very basics, LNG system onboard.

3.

Introduction to the vessel, technical characteristics, Owner and route background.

4.

Designer’s starting point for the LNG retrofit, the importance of particular technical and economical inputs from
the Owner and how to accommodate them.

5.

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box, the critical question: inside or outside? Analysis & decision
tools.

6.

Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station.

7.

Stability Analysis of the vessel after the retrofit, intact and damage stability, conformity with International Rules
and Regulations.

8.

Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth” from LNG tanks to engines & how to ventilate.

9.

Solution coordination with Class, risk assessment, how to obtain the “Approval in Principal”. Submission of
relevant drawings (fire fighting, life saving, electrical & control systems upgrade.

10. Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit.
11. Expand the design spiral, optimizing the solution.
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Stability Analysis after the retrofit
Stability analysis after the retrofit, conformity with Rules and Regulations
Scope of work
• It is most important to ensure that the vessel shall comply AFTER the LNG retrofit, with ALL Rules and Regulations
that currently comply with, regarding Stability - Intact and Damaged.
• A stability analysis should be performed as soon as the position of the tanks has been selected.
• If there is no detailed data available to the Designer, he should at least calculate the new stability status of the
vessel, by using generic stability algorithms.
• For “Festos Palace”, all data are available together with the 3-D model of the hull.
• The Stability Analysis was executed by using HCAD a special Naval Architecture program and ANKO a special marine
load planner program. The analysis is based on the requirements of Rules and Regulations the vessel currently
comply with, like SOLAS (latest editions in force), Stockholm Agreement, SOLAS 90 and Greek Flag requirements.
• Some examples of the stability analysis are included hereafter.
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Stability Analysis after the retrofit
Stability analysis after the retrofit, conformity with Rules and Regulations
Examples of stability analysis – Departure
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Stability Analysis after the retrofit
Stability analysis after the retrofit, conformity with Rules and Regulations
Examples of stability analysis – Arrival
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
1.

Lecture Introduction.

2.

Introduction to LNG as marine fuel, the very basics, LNG system onboard.

3.

Introduction to the vessel, technical characteristics, Owner and route background.

4.

Designer’s starting point for the LNG retrofit, the importance of particular technical and economical inputs from
the Owner and how to accommodate them.

5.

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box, the critical question: inside or outside? Analysis & decision
tools.

6.

Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station.

7.

Stability Analysis of the vessel after the retrofit, intact and damage stability, conformity with International Rules
and Regulations.

8.

Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth” from LNG tanks to engines & how to ventilate.

9.

Solution coordination with Class, risk assessment, how to obtain the “Approval in Principal”. Submission of
relevant drawings (fire fighting, life saving, electrical & control systems upgrade.

10. Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit.
11. Expand the design spiral, optimizing the solution.
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth”
Scope of work
• To identify the best possible routing of LNG & NG piping to and from the LNG tanks.
• To minimize the impact on existing vessel’s piping and cable routings
• To create an effective ventilation system of the enclosed areas with LNG equipment
• To establish an accepted (by Rules) emergency gas relief piping.
Available Tools for the job to be done
• Detailed Piping Drawings of the vessel, schematics are of – almost – no value in this case!
• Onboard inspection of the areas affected by the new piping.
• Consult the Crew, especially the Chief Engineer! He knows the vessel better than anyone else!
• If it is possible, proceed with an actual 3-D scanning, it will free your design by visualizing all possible solutions!
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth”
“Festos Palace” : how the “labyrinth” was cracked, or not?
• The Designer used all tools mentioned previously.
• The final proposed paths were identified onboard and are based on the valuable feedback of the Chief Engineer.
He proposed routings that no drawing can highlight, simply by putting on the discussion the usage and access
availability of adjacent spaces. Example: the routing from Cold Box to the M/E will pass through a void tank - at
specific points, a route that although was easily identified on the drawing, it wasn’t possible to select it without
checking the usage first. Another example: although the piping coordination drawing identified a possible space for
running the gas piping towards the M/E, the actual inspection unveiled that this was no more an option because of
equipment installed later on and no revision of the drawing was released! Again, the Chief Engineer found an
alternative path that can accommodate the routing.
• The same applied with the ventilation of the spaces, solution was given in Chapter 6.
• However, the crack didn’t work on the gas relief piping route!
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth”
“Festos Palace” : how the “labyrinth” was cracked, or not?
The proposed relief piping routing
does not comply with the IGF code, due to
lack of safe distances. IGF requests at least
8m horizontal & vertical clearance from any
accommodation, funnel, radar mast, any
electrical equipment and any kind of
ventilation.
Relocation of this piping is needed!
Issue still under investigation
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth”
“Festos Palace” : inside Engine Room

(Copyright for all photos & scans: EPE & ARGONAVIS)
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Finding the best LNG piping routing
Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth”
“Festos Palace” : inside Engine Room

(Copyright for all photos & scans: EPE & ARGONAVIS)
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Solution coordination with Class
1.

Lecture Introduction.

2.

Introduction to LNG as marine fuel, the very basics, LNG system onboard.

3.

Introduction to the vessel, technical characteristics, Owner and route background.

4.

Designer’s starting point for the LNG retrofit, the importance of particular technical and economical inputs from
the Owner and how to accommodate them.

5.

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box, the critical question: inside or outside? Analysis & decision
tools.

6.

Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station.

7.

Stability Analysis of the vessel after the retrofit, intact and damage stability, conformity with International Rules
and Regulations.

8.

Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth” from LNG tanks to engines & how to ventilate.

9.

Solution coordination with Class, risk assessment, how to obtain the “Approval in Principal”. Submission of
relevant drawings (fire fighting, life saving, electrical & control systems upgrade.

10. Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit.
11. Expand the design spiral, optimizing the solution.
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Solution coordination with Class
Solution coordination with Class, how to obtain “Approval in Principal”
• In order to proceed to Detailed LNG Retrofit Design, the Designer should consult the vessel’s Class and obtain the
so called “Approval in Principle” or AIP.
• AIP is the first, but very essential, step for obtaining later on, the “LNG ready” notation for the vessel.
• AIP includes three distinguish steps:
1. Record of Design Screening
2. Review of the required drawings (GA, Life Saving & Escape, Fire Fighting, Ventilation, Stability, Control &
ESD, Weight Control & Analysis)
3. Risk Assessment report on the proposed LNG retrofit solution.
• For “Festos Palace”, the first step was concluded with minor comments, the design revision which is based on them
is now in progress.
• The required drawings are almost ready for submission and evaluation.
• Risk Assessment to be done on a later stage, in any case before coming October.
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Solution coordination with Class
Solution coordination with Class, how to obtain “Approval in Principal”
Record of Design Screening, in cooperation with LR, EPE & NAP
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Solution coordination with Class
Solution coordination with Class, how to obtain “Approval in Principal”
Example of Plans: Escape Plan
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Solution coordination with Class
Solution coordination with Class, how to obtain “Approval in Principal”
Example of Plans: Fire Fighting Plan
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Feasibility study
1.

Lecture Introduction.

2.

Introduction to LNG as marine fuel, the very basics, LNG system onboard.

3.

Introduction to the vessel, technical characteristics, Owner and route background.

4.

Designer’s starting point for the LNG retrofit, the importance of particular technical and economical inputs from
the Owner and how to accommodate them.

5.

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box, the critical question: inside or outside? Analysis & decision
tools.

6.

Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station.

7.

Stability Analysis of the vessel after the retrofit, intact and damage stability, conformity with International Rules
and Regulations.

8.

Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth” from LNG tanks to engines & how to ventilate.

9.

Solution coordination with Class, risk assessment, how to obtain the “Approval in Principal”. Submission of
relevant drawings (fire fighting, life saving, electrical & control systems upgrade.

10. Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit.
11. Expand the design spiral, optimizing the solution.
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Feasibility study
Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit
• The feasibility study will provide the Owner with a clear picture of the economic evaluation of the LNG retrofit
proposal.
• Based on the results of the subject study, the Owner will be able to decide on a “go” or “not go” basis.
• The feasibility study should be based on an international accepted method of calculation, like NPV and IRR.
• The study should also include the calculated RECAP period.
• For “Festos Palace” the relevant study is in the first loop of calculations, results are expected in early autumn.
The following are the cost inputs that the Designer is providing for the calculations
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Feasibility study
Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit
Cost inputs for the feasibility study
1. Main Engine Retrofit “Kit”
2. LNG Storage Tank(s) type C, complete with cold box, safety devices
3. Bunker Station(s)
4. Automated System Control Systems
5. Nitrogen System, LNG Piping works
6. Steel Works (stiffening, adding/removal of steel)
7. Fire Fighting & Evacuation Systems upgrades
8. Emergency Shut Down Systems (ESD)
9. Engineering, including Risk Assessment, Class, Testing & Comm.
10. Ship’s Electrical & Electronics Systems upgrading, new ventilation
11. Training
12. After Sales & Warranties
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Expanding the Design Spiral
1.

Lecture Introduction.

2.

Introduction to LNG as marine fuel, the very basics, LNG system onboard.

3.

Introduction to the vessel, technical characteristics, Owner and route background.

4.

Designer’s starting point for the LNG retrofit, the importance of particular technical and economical inputs from
the Owner and how to accommodate them.

5.

Onboard positioning of LNG tanks and Cold Box, the critical question: inside or outside? Analysis & decision
tools.

6.

Selected position, pros & cons, link with the LNG new Bunker Station.

7.

Stability Analysis of the vessel after the retrofit, intact and damage stability, conformity with International Rules
and Regulations.

8.

Finding the best LNG piping routing, how to crack the “labyrinth” from LNG tanks to engines & how to ventilate.

9.

Solution coordination with Class, risk assessment, how to obtain the “Approval in Principal”. Submission of
relevant drawings (fire fighting, life saving, electrical & control systems upgrade.

10. Feasibility study on the proposed LNG retrofit.
11. Expanding the design spiral, optimizing the solution.
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Expand the Design Spiral
Expanding the Design Spiral, optimizing the solution
• What was previously presented and discussed, is part of the design spiral, although no such excessive detail and
coverage of every item is required.
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Expanding the Design Spiral
Expanding the Design Spiral, optimizing the solution
• The expansion of the spiral approach towards the detailed design, should be undertaken on the basis of the
“existing” ship, i.e. there are some parts of the design that simply cannot change, like the hull form!
• Designer should always bear in mind that the retrofit should be within certain limits, like:
1. The retrofit disruption on the vessel - for installation purposes – should be as minimum as possible.
2. Running of piping should avoid accommodation areas as practical as possible.
3. The retrofit design should be ergonomic and “operational friendly”, i.e. the actual ship operation after
the retrofit should always be a significant concern for the Designer.
4. The whole retrofit should be in line with IGF Code and all relevant Rules and Regulations.
5. The Designer should always have a clear picture on production and availability of LNG retrofit
equipment, otherwise he may face delays during the installation.
6. The economic impact of the retrofit should be within the limits the Owner addressed and he is going to
accept. These limits however, must have been formulated in advance with the input of the Designer
through the Feasibility Study, so as the Owner to be prepared about the initial investment.
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Summary – lessons so far
Summary – lessons so far
Summary
• The subject vessel is the cruise ferry “Festos Palace”, owned and operated by MINOAN LINES.
• The particular vessel was selected as a good example of relatively modern vessel, which can demonstrate a good
recap period.
• She is a big vessel with a lot of space available for consideration.
• She displays an excellent record of safe operation all these years.
• From marketing point of view, she displays an excellent public image for becoming “environmental friendly”.
• The design approach is smooth, no show stoppers have been experienced apart the gas relief piping route which
remains a “headache”.
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Summary – lessons so far
Summary – lessons so far
Lessons so far
• The initiation of the retrofit design was done without an established IGF code. This presented some hick-haps but
eventually they were surpassed. For example, initially the design was blocked by the requirement of the then IGF
draft to keep a limit on the maximum length of the LNG tank.
• The technical documentation of the vessel is strongly in need: GA, stability, Midship Section, Structural Plans, E/R
layout, Coordinated Piping Plans, Electrical Plans and Safety Drawings are just a few that need to be carefully
review before proceed. Fortunately in this case, the full literature is available for review.
• Even when the drawings are available, an onboard inspection is a must! Discussion with Crew and Technical
Manager of the company should take place, as in this case. Their feedback is of great value!
• Class should be involved as early as possible. This will permit a smooth design evolution and implementation of
their remarks. Please note that depending on the Class approach, the Designer might face delays and “foggy”
solutions from Surveyors. He must be able to argue and further analyze with them any critical point.
• Owner should be fully aware of the proposed design and it’s financial impact, otherwise he might pull the brakes!
In this case, MINOAN LINES is not only fully informed but in addition provides all necessary inputs and displays a
very fruitful collaboration.
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Challengers ahead
•
•
•
•
•
•

To find a proper route for the gas relief valve piping!
To obtain the “AIP” from Class
To remain within the financial results of the Feasibility Study
To have a satisfied Owner with the results of this LNG retrofit design.
To continue to the next level of design, that is detailed design with feedback from
LNG System manufactures.
The detailed study to support a proper actual installation which will deliver the
desired final result, the “green” flagship of MINOAN LINES.
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Thank you!
Thank you for your attention!
Ioannis Bakas
T:

+30 6941 687511

E:

i.bakas@nap.gr
i.bakas@helengi.com
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